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How to Find Flower Fairies - Cicely Mary Barker 2007
Using clever disguises, fairies live and hide in treetops, forests, gardens, marshes, and hedgerows.
Capitalism and Desire - Todd McGowan 2016-09-20
Despite creating vast inequalities and propping up reactionary world regimes, capitalism has many
passionate defenders—but not because of what it withholds from some and gives to others. Capitalism
dominates, Todd McGowan argues, because it mimics the structure of our desire while hiding the trauma
that the system inflicts upon it. People from all backgrounds enjoy what capitalism provides, but at the
same time are told more and better is yet to come. Capitalism traps us through an incomplete satisfaction
that compels us after the new, the better, and the more. Capitalism's parasitic relationship to our desires
gives it the illusion of corresponding to our natural impulses, which is how capitalism's defenders
characterize it. By understanding this psychic strategy, McGowan hopes to divest us of our addiction to
capitalist enrichment and help us rediscover enjoyment as we actually experienced it. By locating it in the
present, McGowan frees us from our attachment to a better future and the belief that capitalism is an
essential outgrowth of human nature. From this perspective, our economic, social, and political worlds open
up to real political change. Eloquent and enlivened by examples from film, television, consumer culture, and
everyday life, Capitalism and Desire brings a new, psychoanalytically grounded approach to political and
social theory.
Soulful Baker - Julie Jones 2017-09-21
Baking became a form of therapy for Julie when her mother, who taught her to bake, was diagnosed with
dementia. They began baking together again, and Julie started her Instagram account as a way to document
this precious time. Her devoted followers regularly send supportive messages and photos of their own
bakes. Her effortless style and amazing skills encourage everyday bakers to aspire to go ‘one step beyond’
and create something beautiful and imaginative. Using natural and colorful ingredients, considered
decoration, and beautiful pastry designs, Julie Jones provides ideas on how to make bakes that beg to be
presented in a way that feeds your soul as well as your stomach. Across the 175+, heavily illustrated pages,
you’ll find chapters on: Fruit Tarts and Pies, containing recipes like apple rose tart and plum and
frangipane tart, plus pastry decoration techniques Cakes, Bakes and Treats, with dipped lemon madeleines
and muddle cake, as well as tips for getting cream fillings right every time Bread and Yeasted Dough, with
trampoline bread and grissini Chocolate, including a stunning triple chocolate celebration cake and
chocolate ganache Desserts, with delizia di limone and a meringue sharing nest wreath Weekend Breakfast
and Brunch, with banana, pecan, and chocolate muffins and fluffy pancakes.
Creative Haven Fanciful Faces Coloring Book - Miryam Adatto 2014-08-20
More than 30 full-page portraits feature ladies with elaborate halos of flowers, birds, hearts, geometrics,
and other intertwined figures and shapes. Printed on one side of perforated pages for easy removal and
display.
The Color Master - Aimee Bender 2013-08-13
The bestselling author of The Particular Sadness of Lemon Cake returns with a wondrous collection of
dreamy, strange, and magical stories. Truly beloved by readers and critics alike, Aimee Bender has become
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known as something of an enchantress whose lush prose is “moving, fanciful, and gorgeously strange”
(People), “richly imagined and bittersweet” (Vanity Fair), and “full of provocative ideas” (The Boston
Globe). In her deft hands, “relationships and mundane activities take on mythic qualities” (The Wall Street
Journal). In this collection, Bender’s unique talents sparkle brilliantly in stories about people searching for
connection through love, sex, and family—while navigating the often painful realities of their lives. A
traumatic event unfolds when a girl with flowing hair of golden wheat appears in an apple orchard, where a
group of people await her. A woman plays out a prostitution fantasy with her husband and finds she cannot
go back to her old sex life. An ugly woman marries an ogre and struggles to decide if she should stay with
him after he mistakenly eats their children. Two sisters travel deep into Malaysia, where one learns the art
of mending tigers who have been ripped to shreds. In these deeply resonant stories—evocative, funny,
beautiful, and sad—we see ourselves reflected as if in a funhouse mirror. Aimee Bender has once again
proven herself to be among the most imaginative, exciting, and intelligent writers of our time.
Cutthroat Cupcakes - Cate Lawley
Killer cupcakes Seems improbable to Lina, but when a distractingly attractive detective snaps cuffs on her
and accuses her of witchy crimes she’s forced to reconsider. The murder weapon? A cupcake topper sold in
Lina’s shop, Sticky, Tricky Treats. The method? A killing curse. The curse’s origin? Lina...sort of. Except
Lina hadn’t a clue that she was a witch, and certainly didn’t know she’d accidentally cursed some of her
confections. She's got to catch the killer who twisted her curse or face a conviction as an accessory. Now, if
only the warlock detective assigned to the case weren't such a distraction. Cutthroat Cupcakes is a magical
witch culinary cozy with a touch of romance, the first of three books in the Cursed Candy Mysteries series!
#1: Cutthroat Cupcakes #2: Twisted Treats #3: Fatal Fudge
Modern Asian Baking at Home - Kat Lieu 2022-07-26
Inspired by the global “Subtle Asian” community, Modern Asian Baking at Home features exciting,
contemporary Asian-inspired ingredients and techniques bakers of all levels will want to add to their
repertoires.
Magical Animal Cakes - Angela Romeo 2020-03-10
Turn every baking occasion into a celebration of all your favorite animals, with over 45 delicious recipes for
animal-themed cakes, cookies, and more! Take a walk on the wild side of baking with this stunning
collection of recipes that are baked or decorated in the shape of a whole host of furry friends. From bunnyshaped biscuits to enjoy at Easter, to a fabulous flamingo cake fit for any child’s (or big-kid’s!) birthday,
each recipe is fun to create and tasty to eat. At the beginning of the book you’ll find all the basic recipes
you need for your animal bakes and, together with must-know decorating tips, you’ll be well on your way to
mastering the designs for every cute critter. Each chapter is then separated by a different theme. “A Day at
the Zoo” features a Smiling Sloth cake. “Garden Critters” welcomes a Buzzing Bee Hive into your kitchen,
while in “Perfect Pets” you’ll find an Adorable Pug. Head “On the Farm” for a No-Drama Llama cake or
Fluffy Sheep gingerbread and, then, grab your magic whisk for “Fantastical Creatures” where you’ll
summon rainbow Unicorn Cupcakes and a Bubbly Narwhal. Each bake is sure to be the cute and creative
center of every party!
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legacy of the Waverly family, until her peaceful life is transformed by Tyler Hughes, an art teacher and new
next-door neighbor, and by the return of her prodigal sister, Sydney, who has arrived with her five-year-old
daughter, Bay. A first novel. 75,000 first printing.
The Bear and The Nightingale - Katherine Arden 2020-01-30
_____________________________ Beware the evil in the woods... In a village at the edge of the wilderness of
northern Russia, where the winds blow cold and the snow falls many months of the year, an elderly servant
tells stories of sorcery, folklore and the Winter King to the children of the family, tales of old magic frowned
upon by the church. But for the young, wild Vasya these are far more than just stories. She alone can see
the house spirits that guard her home, and sense the growing forces of dark magic in the woods. . .
Atmospheric and enchanting, with an engrossing adventure at its core, The Bear and the Nightingale is
perfect for readers of Naomi Novik's Uprooted, Erin Morgenstern's The Night Circus, and Philip Pullman's
His Dark Materials. _____________________________ Now with over 100 5* reviews, readers are spellbound by
this magical story: 'This book stayed with me, I didn't want it to end' 'A beautifully written story' 'An
entrancing story, which swept me up from the very first chapter' 'Full of magic'
_____________________________ Make sure you've read all the books in the acclaimed Winternight Trilogy 1.
The Bear and the Nightingale 2. The Girl in the Tower 3. The Winter of the Witch
The Best-Ever Wheat-and Gluten-Free Baking Book - Mary Ann Wenniger 2005-07-01
There was a time when being diagnosed with celiac disease or learning you had a sensitivity to wheat or
gluten meant a lifetime of dry, tasteless baked goods that crumbled in your hands and often weren't worth
the effort you put in to make them. Not any more! Today, easy-to-use alternative flours, grains, and
flavorings are on supermarket shelves everywhere, which means you don't have to learn any new baking
techniques or search the Internet for untried ingredients with names you can't pronounce. In this book
you'll find more than 200 easy-to-follow recipes -- from moist and hearty breads and muffins to sweet-toothsatisfying cookies, cakes, and pies -- that friends and family will devour. Made with a variety of healthful
frains and flours that are packed with protein, these tasty treats will boost energy levels and lift spirits.
Recipes include: Chocolate Chip Cookies Blueberry Muffins Baked Rice Pudding Birthday Cake Brownies
Cornbread And many more!
The Last Course - Claudia Fleming 2019-11-12
A beautiful new edition of “the greatest dessert book in the history of the world” (Bon Appétit), featuring
175 timeless recipes from Gramercy Tavern’s James Beard Award–winning pastry chef. NAMED ONE OF
THE BEST COOKBOOKS OF THE YEAR BY The New York Times Book Review • The Atlantic • Food
Network Claudia Fleming is a renowned name in the pastry world, acclaimed for having set an
industrywide standard at New York City’s Gramercy Tavern with her James Beard Award–winning desserts.
With The Last Course, dessert lovers everywhere will be able to re-create and savor her impressive
repertoire at home. Fleming’s desserts have won a range of awards because they embody her philosophy of
highly satisfying food without pretension, a perfect balance for home cooks. Using fresh, seasonal
ingredients at the peak of their flavor, Fleming creates straightforward yet enchanting desserts that are
somehow equal to much more than the sum of their parts. She has an uncanny ability to match contrasting
textures, flavors, and temperatures to achieve a perfect result—placing something brittle and crunchy next
to something satiny and smooth, and stretching the definition of sweet and savory while retaining an
elemental simplicity. The Last Course contains 175 mouthwatering recipes that are organized seasonally by
fruits, vegetables, nuts, herbs and flowers, spices, sweet essences, dairy, and chocolate. In the final
chapter, Fleming suggests how to combine and assemble desserts from the previous chapters to create the
ultimate composed desserts. And each chapter and each composed dessert is paired with a selection of
wines. Recipes include Raspberry–Lemon Verbena Meringue Cake, Blueberry–Cream Cheese Tarts with
Graham Cracker Crust, Cherry Cheesecake Tart with a Red Wine Glaze, Concord Grape Sorbet, Apple Tarte
Tatin, Chestnut Soufflés with Armagnac-Nutmeg Custard Sauce, Buttermilk Panna Cotta with Sauternes
Gelée, Warm Chocolate Ganache Cakes, and more. Beautifully illustrated with more than eighty color
photographs throughout, The Last Course is a timeless, one-of-a-kind collection filled with original recipes
that will inspire dessert enthusiasts for years to come. Praise for The Last Course “While I must admit to
being particularly partial to Claudia’s Buttermilk Panna Cotta, every dessert in The Last Course made me

Fantasy Cakes - Angela Romeo 2017-11-14
Bake your dreams come true with this stunning collection of over 60 recipes for modern occasion cakes that
will delight and surprise. Includes glitter, mermaids, unicorns, rainbows, drip cakes, and more! Even the
wildest of imaginations will be satisfied with this collection of fantastical recipes. From trendy drip cakes to
surprise-inside centers, creative flavors and finishes ensure every fun celebration is catered for with a
beautiful fantasy-themed focal point. For that person in your life who loves a little bit of bling and sparkle,
for the young at heart, the daydreamers, and the glamorous people for whom a vanilla sponge simply won’t
do. Each recipe includes detailed instructions to ensure that even novice bakers can create something truly
sensational. A selection of basic sponge recipes includes gluten-free and vegan versions so that no one is
left out of the fun. Chapters include Cookies and Candies with a Giant Jaffa Cake and a Stacked Donut Drip
Cake. Fantastic Beasts features a Unicorn Dreamer Cake and a Dark Angel Cake. Celebrations has a
Crackin’ Egg Cake for Easter and a Wild Birch Christmas Cake. Glitter and Glitz features a pretty Pink Fizz
Cake and a shiny All That Shimmers Cake. Psychedelic Treats is out there with a Mad Hatter's Teacup
Gravity Cake and a 70s Swirl Cake. Finally, Sweet Surprises brings you a Candy Shop Surprise Cake and a
Ruffle-iced Piñata Cake.
The Floating Prison - Louis Garneray 2003
In 1806 Lt. Louis Garneray's ship was en route to France when it was captured by the Royal Navy. Confined
for nine years with hundreds of others in the cramped quarters of a prison ship off Portsmouth, he tells a
compelling story in turns violent, poignant, dark, and humorous. Originally published in 1851 in French as
Mes Pontons, the memoir is considered to be the most detailed account of shipboard prison life at that time.
Translator Richard Rose presents the first full, unabridged English-language version of the classic and
draws on extensive research to examine the veracity of the more fanciful elements of the narrative. As an
added feature, the book is illustrated with paintings and etchings done by Garneray, who became a
distinguished maritime artist later in life. This rare first-person expose; on a little-known facet of the age of
sail is a valuable resource and makes fascinating reading.
The Complete Photo Guide to Cake Decorating - Autumn Carpenter 2012-02-01
Cake decorating has never been more fun—or easier! The Complete Photo Guide to Cake Decorating has all
the instruction you need to create beautiful cakes for any occasion. This clearly organized resource for all
levels is like having a cake decorating workshop in a book. Discover useful tips for embellishing with
buttercream, royal icing, fondant, gum paste, and more. The easy-to-follow instructions and 1,000-plus
photos include techniques for piping, string work, creating and shaping a variety of flowers, molding
chocolate, and adding patterns with stencils. Learn every facet of baking and embellishing with clear
photos on almost every page. Let cake pro Autumn Carpenter show you how to create striking florals,
borders, and accents with silicone molds, hand modeling, pastry tips, cookie cutters, and more. Take your
skills up a notch and wrap a cake in chocolate, make decorations with isomalt, and use gum paste for
quilling. Try new techniques with confidence, and get inspired by a gallery of colorful ideas for holiday
cakes, birthday cakes, children’s cakes, wedding cakes, and special occasion cakes. This detailed book
includes: Cake preparation and baking basics Recipes for fillings and icings Ideas and instruction for
decorating cupcakes Piping techniques for making lifelike and fantasy flowers, eye-catching borders,
distinctive lettering, and more Instructions for creating appealing accents like beading, ropes, and lace
using fondant and gum paste Key decorating tools and how to use them Techniques for incorporating
airbrushing, edible frosting, and chocolate molding for one-of-a-kind designs With this comprehensive guide
you can get started today making your own unique cakes! The Complete Photo Guide series includes all the
instruction you need to pursue your creative passion. With hundreds of clear photos, detailed step-by-step
directions, handy tips, and inspirational ideas, it’s easy and fun to try new projects and techniques and take
your skills to the next level.
The Cake Bible - Rose Levy Beranbaum 2016-09-06
Now available for the first time as an e-book, the classic cake-baking reference from award-winning author
Rose Levy Beranbaum
Garden Spells - Sarah Addison Allen 2007
A successful caterer in Bascomb, North Carolina, Claire has always remained tied to the long and magical
fantasy-cakes-magical-recipes-for-fanciful-bakes
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salivate. Claudia’s inspired recipes are so beautifully transcribed that even the most nervous of home cooks
will feel comfortable trying them and will be a four-star chef for the day.”—Daniel Boulud “The Goddess of
New American Pastry.”—Elle
Home Made Summer - Yvette van Boven 2013-03-26
“A grab bag of summer flavors and dishes . . . Think of van Boven as the activities director of your own
culinary summer camp.” —The New York Times The author of Home Made and Home Made Winter returns
with a new cookbook filled with tasty recipes, beautiful photos, clear instructions, and hand-drawn artwork
throughout. Home Made Summer presents her absolute favorite recipes for spring and summer. Inspired by
her childhood in Ireland and her summers in Provence, van Boven has created a collection sure to tempt
you to step into the kitchen. Using seasonal ingredients, such as freshly picked apples and berries, delicate
summer lettuces and fresh herbs, she presents recipes for Breakfast, Brunch & Lunch, Snacks, Beverages,
Appetizers, Main Courses, and Dessert. “Home Made Summer is a happy book, fun to look at, fun to read.
It’s downright frivolous, in fact. And that’s what summer is all about.” —The New York Times Book Review
“In the last two years, she has published three cookbooks, Home Made, Home Made Winter and Home
Made Summer, that exemplify the indie spirit: They're filled with her illustrations and do-it-yourself recipes,
like hand-cranked ice cream, from-scratch mustards and Dutch-style beef sausages and croquettes.” —Food
& Wine “Flipping through the pages feels a bit like stepping into a fantasy land, one with jars and jars of
citrusy-tomato mayonnaise awaiting crab cakes and stacks of powdered sugar-dusted ‘ultimate puffy
pancakes’ (topped with crème fraîche and berries in lieu of syrup).” —LA Weekly “Stunning savory dishes.”
—Serious Eats “Yvette’s attitude, like her recipes, is lighthearted and friendly, her header notes charmingly
personal, and her thorough instructions chatty and fun.” —BookPage
Death Weavers - Brandon Mull 2017-03-14
Includes an excerpt from Fablehaven Adventure book 1: Dragonwatch.
Till Death Do Us Tart - Ellie Alexander 2018-06-26
Torte—the small-town bakeshop no one can resist—is hosting a midsummer night’s wedding . . . where
merry-making and murder are served up in equal measure. Till Death Do Us Tart is Ellie Alexander's eighth
delectable novel in the Bakeshop mystery series. Jules Capshaw has too much on her plate—and she’s
feeling the pinch: the whole town of Ashland, Oregon, is in on the surprise Elizabethan-themed wedding
she’s planning for her mom and soon-to-be stepdad. But is her secret scheme half-baked? She’s hiding
racks overflowing with sweet treats while Torte is topsy-turvy with a major remodel and the return of
Jules’s estranged husband, Carlos. And until now, Jules had no clue about the bitter family feud that has her
friend Lance frazzled and suspicious. But when a party crasher takes someone out with a serving of
poisoned wine and Jules discovers the deadly cup was intended for her, it’s time to turn the tables on a
killer. The Bakeshop mysteries are: “Delectable.”—Portland Book Review “Delicious.”—RT Book Reviews
“Marvelous.”—Fresh Fiction
50 Easy Party Cakes - Debbie Brown 1999
Debbie Brown is an accomplished cake decorator, author, and teacher who has written several successful
cake decorating books
Sugar Rebels - Nick Makrides 2019-04-01
Crazy, fun, colourful baking powered by positivity and strength – that's Sugar Rebels! Sugar Rebels is the
book that fans of The Scran Line have been waiting for. It features its host and creator Nick Makrides'
signature delicious and sometimes outrageous cupcakes, macarons and cakes – some old favourites, some
exciting new recipes – presented alongside the story of The Scran Line and Nick’s path to success online
and as a role model for the LGBTQI+ community.
The Thirteen Days of Christmas - Jenny Overton 2002
This is the heart-warming story of how three of the Kitson children help the wealthy merchant woo their
older sister Annaple with a different gift for each of the twelve days of Christmas - with hilarious results!
But as the house groans at the seams with partridges, calling birds, swans, maids-a-milking, etc., will
Annaple really succumb to the romance of it all, or will she just want the house returned to its normal, tidy
state!
Cake - Joyce Magnin 2012-12-25
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More than frosting filled those cakes... Wilma Sue seems destined to go from one foster home to the
next—until she is sent to live with sisters and missionaries, Ruth and Naomi. Do they really care about
Wilma Sue, or are they just looking for a Cinderella-style farmhand to help raise chickens and bake cakes?
As Wilma Sue adjusts to her new surroundings and helps deliver “special” cakes, Wilma Sue realizes there’s
something strange going on. She starts looking for secret ingredients, and along the way she makes a new
friend, Penny. When Penny and her mother hit a rough patch, Naomi decides to make her own version of
cake—with disastrous results. Then tragedy strikes the chickens, and all fingers point to Wilma Sue—just
when she was starting to believe she could at last find a permanent home with Ruth and Naomi. Will the
sisters turn her out, or will she discover what it feels like to be truly loved?
Dear Dracula - Joshua Williamson 2008
Sam, a horror movie fan, does not want to wait for Santa to bring him the vampire figure he would like, so
he writes to Count Dracula and asks to be a real vampire for Halloween instead, signing his letter "your
friend," and the Count decides to come fora visit.
The Brain That Changes Itself - Norman Doidge 2007-03-15
“Fascinating. Doidge’s book is a remarkable and hopeful portrait of the endless adaptability of the human
brain.”—Oliver Sacks, MD, author of The Man Who Mistook His Wife for a Hat What is neuroplasticity? Is it
possible to change your brain? Norman Doidge’s inspiring guide to the new brain science explains all of this
and more An astonishing new science called neuroplasticity is overthrowing the centuries-old notion that
the human brain is immutable, and proving that it is, in fact, possible to change your brain. Psychoanalyst,
Norman Doidge, M.D., traveled the country to meet both the brilliant scientists championing
neuroplasticity, its healing powers, and the people whose lives they’ve transformed—people whose mental
limitations, brain damage or brain trauma were seen as unalterable. We see a woman born with half a brain
that rewired itself to work as a whole, blind people who learn to see, learning disorders cured, IQs raised,
aging brains rejuvenated, stroke patients learning to speak, children with cerebral palsy learning to move
with more grace, depression and anxiety disorders successfully treated, and lifelong character traits
changed. Using these marvelous stories to probe mysteries of the body, emotion, love, sex, culture, and
education, Dr. Doidge has written an immensely moving, inspiring book that will permanently alter the way
we look at our brains, human nature, and human potential.
Pixie Piper and the Matter of the Batter - Annabelle Fisher 2017-05-30
In this sequel to The Secret Destiny of Pixie Piper, Pixie Piper—who is a direct descendent of Mother
Goose—and her adorable gosling, Destiny, head to Chuckling Goose Farm, where she bakes magical
wishing cakes, makes new friends, and defends the farm from the evil Sinister Sisters. “A fresh new
addition to middle grade stories of magic and friendship; recommended for fans of . . . Chris Colfer’s The
Land of Stories.”—School Library Journal Pixie Piper and her best friend, Gray, are off to Chuckling Goose
Farm, where descendants of Mother Goose spend the summer learning to master their magic. With her new
friends, Rain and Pip, she makes up baking rhymes, plays with her goose, Destiny, and learns how to bake
magic wishing cakes. The farm seems safe, but when Pixie finds a shard of glass that belongs to Raveneece,
her old enemy, she begins to worry that the worrisome Sinister Sister isn’t as banished as she’d hoped.
With multigenerational characters, an emphasis on family, a powerful portrayal of grade-school friendships,
and lots of poetry, this is a truly original fairy-tale retelling. ALA Booklist said, “Pixie’s an engaging
protagonist, who faces both fantastical challenges along with familiar issues . . . this will draw fans of
classic tales with a twist.” Features black-and-white chapter openers and a recipe.
Favorite Cakes - The Williams-Sonoma Test Kitchen 2017-12-05
Bake something beautiful with this incomparable, photo-filled collection of classic and creative cakes.
Simple, easy-to-follow directions, ideas for customizing, decorating tips and techniques, and common
baking-mistake solutions will help bakers of every level make the most of this book. Organized by basic,
modern, and specialty cakes, and including forty recipes and full-color photography, there’s a cake for
every occasion. You’ll find essential frostings, meringue, and other cake toppers. Discover reinvented
classics, such as Champagne and Raspberry Mini Layer Cake, Rose and Vanilla Bean Mini Tea Cakes,
Coconut and Lime Curd Layer Cake, Blood Orange Chiffon Cake, Dulce de Leche Crepe Cake, and Brown
Butter and Plum Upside Down Cake. And when it comes to celebrations and parties, this book has you
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covered with recipes like Vanilla and Berry Ombre Layer Cake, Chocolate, Coconut and Caramel Sheet
Cake, and 8-Layer Honey Pistachio Cake. This beautiful collection of classic and new favorites, developed
by the Williams Sonoma Test Kitchen, is fit for occasions year-round.
Mermaid Food - Cayla Gallagher 2019-07-02
Whether whipping up swimmingly frosted cupcakes, a mermaid tale shaped cake, cake pops, shakes, and
more sweet treats from the deep, you’ll want to dive right in! Enter the world of fantasy and imagine what a
party would look like if it were in the wonderful underwater universe where the sirens live. This book
brings together fifty favorite mermaid recipes that you can now enjoy as well. Learn how to magically
convert classic recipes into something worthy of a bottom-of-the-sea banquet table! Mermaid Food offers a
great variety of cakes, cookies, and fantastic delicacies that will fill your table with marine colors. Recipes
include: Cupcakes in delicious turquoise tones Varieties of cookies for all tastes Delicious and irresistible
siren shakes Ideas to customize a mermaid-themed party table And many more sweet whims you’ll love!
Immerse yourself in the kitchen and enjoy this combination of colorful photographs and simple recipes
suitable for all levels of bakers.
Anti-Gravity Cakes - Jayne Cross 2017-05-02
Step-by-step projects reveal the secret techniques for amazing cake creations that don't look possible!
Hello, Cupcake! - Karen Tack 2009-07-31
Witty, one-of-a-kind, imaginative cupcake designs using candies from the local convenience store, no baking
skills or fancy pastry equipment required. Spotting the familiar items in the hundreds of brilliant photos is
at least half the fun. America's favorite food photography team shows how to create funny, scary, and
sophisticated masterpieces using a ziplock bag and common candies and snack items. With these easy-tofollow techniques, even the most kitchen-challenged cooks can:• raise a big-top circus cupcake tier for a
kid's birthday• plant candy vegetables on Oreo earth cupcakes for a garden party• trot out a line of
confectionery "pup cakes" for a dog fancier• serve spaghetti and meatball cupcakes for April Fool's Day•
bewitch trick-or-treaters with eerie alien cupcakes• create holidays on icing with a white Christmas
cupcake wreath, turkey cupcake place cards, and Easter egg cupcakes
Va va Voom Vegan Cakes - Angela Romeo 2021-10-12
Whether you are a full-time vegan or you choose to cut out animal products whenever possible, there's no
need to miss out on your favourite cakes. Baking without eggs, butter and milk is not only possible, but also
easy and just as delicious as what you are used to baking. There are now so many alternative ingredients
available from supermarkets and health food stores and with Angela Romeo’s inspired recipes, you'll have
all the know-how and inspiration you need to start baking. Bake small treats such as Lemon Meringue and
Marbled Go-nuts cakes; traybakes including Indulgent Chocolate Chip Brownies and Gin & Tonic Traybake;
everyday bakes like Rooibos Tea Loaf or larger fancy cakes for special occasions such as a Pistachio, Lime
& Raspberry Wowzer Cake or Chocolate & Salted Caramel Mud Cake. Also included are show-stopping
seasonal treats including Vegan Vanilla Thriller for Halloween and Knickerbocker Glorious Cake for
summer days.
The Insulin Resistance Solution - Rob Thompson 2016-01-01
Defeat your Insulin Resistance and change your life with an easy-to-follow plan and 75 recipes for a
healthier you. It's proven that a healthy lifestyle can dramatically reduce your chances of diabetes, heart
disease, and other illnesses. But where should you start? Americans are slowly becoming ill from impaired
glucose metabolism that manifests itself as a debilitating illness or chronic condition. You may try to
manage one problem after anotherâ€“ diuretics to treat blood pressure, statins to lower cholesterol,
metformin and insulin to treat diabetes--without fully realizing that the root of these issues is insulin
resistance which revs up inflammation, damages the immune system, and disrupts the whole
hormonal/chemical system in the body. It's time to feel better and get healthy by following a simple step-bystep plan to a healthy lifestyle. Rob Thompson, MD and Dana Carpender create the ultimate dream team in
your journey to wellness. The Insulin Resistance Solution offers a step-by-step plan and 75 recipes for
reversing even the most stubborn insulin resistance. The Program: - Reduce Your Body's Demand for
Insulin: This is the stumbling block of many other plans/doctor recommendations. Even "healthy" and
"moderate" carb intake can continue to fuel insulin resistance. - Fat is Not the Enemy: Stop Worrying about
fantasy-cakes-magical-recipes-for-fanciful-bakes

Fat, Cholesterol, and Salt - Exercise--the RIGHT way: - Use Carb Blockers: Eat and Supplement to Slow
Glucose Digestion and Lower Insulin Levels - Safe, Effective Medication
Eat More Dessert - Jenny Keller 2014-04-08
The baker to the stars reveals how to make crowd-pleasing, minimal-preparation desserts from storebought mixes, sharing a range of special-occasion recipes for themed baby showers, weddings, and holiday
celebrations.
1,000 Ideas for Decorating Cupcakes, Cookies & Cakes - Sandra Salamony 2010-11-01
1,000 Ideas for Decorating Cupcakes, Cookies & Cakes features a vast collection of decorated dessert
inspiration, with page after page of gorgeous photos. This book is a feast for the eyes and the imagination
that will never leave you stuck for an idea. Get your creative juices flowing and see how bakers and
decorators around the world have creatively used fondant, buttercream, gum paste, sugar paste, royal
icing, and piping and molded designs to create cookies, cupcakes, and cakes that are true works of art. See
elegant cupcakes decorated with pearls and piping, colorful hand-painted cookies, tiered cakes with
dimensional flowers, and much more. Discover unique cupcake decorations that use royal icing, edible
markers, and fondant; wedding cakes adorned with gum paste accents and debossed designs; vibrant
Christmas cookies; whimsical children’s birthday cakes; specialty Easter cakes, and much more. Get great
year-round ideas for dessert presentations and gift giving. Recipes for several types of frosting are included
in the book, and an image directory identifies key materials and techniques for each photo. Among the
amazing featured creations are: Cupcakes topped with sweet fondant flowers Fanciful characters and
animals made from fondant and gum paste Cookies decorated with imaginative royal icing designs Lush
buttercream roses atop cakes and cupcakes Hand-painted fondant accents Delicate chocolate motifs Cakes
enrobed in decadent ganache Simple buttercream designs that dazzle This is the one book you’ll turn to
again and again for the best cupcake, cookie, and cake design ideas. Start exploring this delicious world
today! These visual catalogs are both a practical, inspirational handbook and a coffee-table conversation
piece. Like all of the books in our 1,000 series, these are not instructional books; rather, they are a visual
showcase designed to provide endless inspiration.
Bee's Adventures in Cake Decorating - Bee Berrie 2017-06-12
‘This vibrant little book is bursting with wow factor inspiration – Vegetarian Living magazine, June 2017
The brains behind Bee’s Bakery (‘London’s Top 5 biscuit bakeries’ – Evening Standard), Bee Berrie is an exmicrobiologist who swapped bacteria for baking in 2012. Bee’s second recipe book Bee’s Adventures in
Cake Decorating, is a bold, fun, easy-to-follow cake deco compendium packed full of over 30 recipes.
Including recipes for brilliant cakes and frostings, from Bee’s favourite vegan banana cake, to her punchy
Jamaica ginger cake, with countless options for creating gluten and dairy free variations on both cake
recipes and frostings, including a fantastic vegan chocolate and avocado icing recipe that just has to be
tried! Since launching in 2012, without any external funding or loans, Bee has built a thriving, resilient
small business and now supplies clients including Selfridges, Topshop, ASOS, Harrods and Daylesford
organic. Bee regularly speaks, teaches and demonstrates at conferences, meetings and trade shows – on
specific baking subjects, on entrepreneurialism, second careers and lean start-ups. WC: 15,000
The Flying Hockey Stick - Jolly Roger Bradfield 2007-02-01
Barnaby Jones uses his imagination and household supplies, including a hockey stick and fan, to build a
craft that he can fly into the sky.
Albion's Seed - David Hackett Fischer 1991-03-14
This fascinating book is the first volume in a projected cultural history of the United States, from the
earliest English settlements to our own time. It is a history of American folkways as they have changed
through time, and it argues a thesis about the importance for the United States of having been British in its
cultural origins. While most people in the United States today have no British ancestors, they have
assimilated regional cultures which were created by British colonists, even while preserving ethnic
identities at the same time. In this sense, nearly all Americans are "Albion's Seed," no matter what their
ethnicity may be. The concluding section of this remarkable book explores the ways that regional cultures
have continued to dominate national politics from 1789 to 1988, and still help to shape attitudes toward
education, government, gender, and violence, on which differences between American regions are greater
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than between European nations.
Baker's Royale - Naomi Robinson 2017-09-05
Baker's Royale turns basic desserts upside-down with addictive flavors and gorgeous presentations: the
only sweets book you'll need this year! Baker's Royale is a dessert cookbook that revisits-and revampsclassic recipes for the modern baker. Naomi Robinson thinks outside the cake mix box in her kitchen and on
her site, BakersRoyale.com, mixing and matching for mash-ups that wow. Her exciting flavor combinations
and eye for the easiest show-stoppers struck a chord, and readers clamored for more of her inventive
sweets. The book includes 75 classic recipes with a twist: Burnt Caramel Custard Pie French Silk Crunch
Cake Cannoli Cakelets Raspberry Almond Opera Cake Apple Pie Marshmallows Shortcuts like premade
cookie dough and candy garnishes make these desserts as practical as they are fanciful. Stunning
photography throughout showcases Naomi's unique style, which is as delicious as it looks.

fantasy-cakes-magical-recipes-for-fanciful-bakes

Imagine You're a Fairy! - Meg Clibbon 2003
A humorous picture book that goes over all the elements of a fairy's life. There's no life like it.
Baking with Kim-Joy - Kim-Joy 2019-08-22
Infuse your baking with a sprinkle of glitter, a rainbow of colours and a menagerie of woodland creatures
with the help of this unique baking book from everyone's favourite Great British Bake Off finalist, Kim-Joy!
If you've ever wanted to know how to bring your baking to life, Kim-Joy will show you how in this fun and
practical book. As well as basic cake mixes, biscuit doughs, fillings/frostings and decorating techniques, she
shares 40 of her wonderfully imaginative designs for iced biscuit creatures, big occasion cakes, character
macarons and meringues, ornate breads and showstopping traybakes. Recipes include step-by-step
photography and adorable illustrations accompanied by little messages of positivity throughout. Whether
you want to learn how to make a llama cookie, a cat paradise cake, a panda-madeleine or a choux-bun
turtle, there's something here to capture your imagination and spread a little (Kim-)Joy!
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